
A stunning see-through that provides a harmonious flow 

from one space to another, inside or outside the home.

MONTEBELLO® SEE-THROUGH DIRECT-VENT GAS FIREPLACE
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■ ® gas fireplace has  

been one of Lennox’ most popular models. Today, we are proud to offer this classic fireplace in a see-through configuration, 

can be installed between two interior walls or, with the addition of the outdoor kit, between an indoor wall and an outdoor 

 

to your heart’s desire. ■

Montebello® See-Through shown with Black Porcelain liner and outdoor window kit.



CUSTOMIZE TO YOUR TASTE 

Signature™ ®

know it, you’ll be relaxing in front of your dream fireplace!

 (required design option)

Choose from six distinct liner options to accent any décor.

Venetian Tile

Black Porcelain

Buff Rustic Black Rustic

Buff Herringbone

Architectural Stone
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 (optional) 

Add classic and durable andirons to evoke the look of a  
traditional hearth and help keep logs in place. 

Gas controls are conveniently located to 
the side of the fireplace opening for easy 
installation and operation. A modesty 
panel hides the controls from view.

Classic style

Classic

Mission style

 (optional)

Add a decorative element with a free-standing fire screen 
barrier. 

ArchDual arch

Light-tinted option

Dark-tinted option

(standard)

Provides the convenience of on-
demand operation and one-touch 
control from anywhere in the room.

 (optional)

Create a barrier to prevent direct  
contact with hot glass. Affixes directly 
to the front of the fireplace. 

Barrier screen

required for indoor/outdoor application)

Two outdoor kits are available in light- and dark-tinted 
versions to enhance ambiance and reduce glare from  
the outside environment. 
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STANDARD FEATURES

Ceramic burner and ember bed provide up to 60,000 BTU/hr 
for a tall, vibrant fire presentation

High-definition split-oak log set is cast from real wood for added 
realism and glow when burning

Large glass area with clean-face appearance for a true  
masonry look

Ceramic-glass enclosure panels provide an exceptional  
view with airtight protection and minimal reflection 

Tested and certified as a vented gas fireplace heater 

Total Comfort Control™ system features:

six settings from the comfort of your chair 

flame height up and down to precisely maintain your desired 
temperature in the living space

even during a power failure

control provides easy access for backup battery replacement

Power Venting capability delivers installation flexibility for  
virtually any application (Power Vent model only)

 
window standard for air filtration, water resistance, structural 
soundness and thermal resistance

Realistic flame and glowing ember bed

High-definition charred split-oak log set

Montebello® See-Through shown with Black Porcelain liner used indoors between rooms.



PRODUCTS AND DEALERS YOU CAN COUNT ON
At Lennox, we understand how important it is for you to feel comfortable at home, 
so we’re committed to providing you with the finest hearth products available. 
Choosing the right dealer for your hearth needs is every bit as important as 
choosing the right brand, and we think you’ll agree that our dealers are a big  
reason why you can count on getting quality customer service when you call. 

IMPORTANT NOTES:

As with any heating appliance, fireplace or stove, this appliance is extremely hot 
during operation. Read and understand all operating instructions before using 
this appliance. For further information, consult your dealer.

Local conditions, such as elevation, wind, vent configuration and choice of fuel 
will affect overall appearance of the fire and heating performance. Performance 
can also vary with home design and insulation, climate, condition and type of 
fuel used, appliance location, burn rate, accessories chosen, chimney installation 
and how the appliance is operated.

Diagrams, illustrations and photographs are not to scale—consult installation 
instructions. Product designs, materials, dimensions, specifications, colors and 
prices are subject to change or discontinuance without notice.

Listed to U.S. and Canadian safety and performance standards—ANSI Z21.88/
CSA 2.33 vented gas fireplace heaters.

On the cover: Montebello® See-Through 
shown with Black Porcelain liner and  
outdoor window kit.
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MODEL ENERGUIDE STEADY-STATE AFUE* LO (BTU/HR)        HI (BTU/HR)

LSM40ST NG 67 73 68 40,000 60,000

LSM40ST LP                   67 74 70 43,500                       56,000

LSM40ST NG-PV           62 72 68 40,000                       60,000

*Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) is the recognized U.S. rating system for the total heating efficiency of heating products.

GAS FIREPLACE EFFICIENCIES




